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Dough Feed System Cont. from Page 1
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Moline to Attend Major Shows in ’97 & ’98
The International Baking
Industry Exposition (IBIE)
is being held once again in
Las Vegas this coming
September. It is one of the
most important events in
the baking world, and
Moline will be there.
Themed “World’s Baking
Industry Showplace”, this
once-every-four-years trade
show promises to attract
approximately 30,000
domestic and international
baking professionals.
Moline’s booth will feature

a complete operating donut
system, from depositor to
icer, and much more.
Moline will also
exhibit at the IBA Show in
Dusseldorf, Germany. This
outstanding show is set to
run May 8-14, 1998. Last
held in 1995, when Moline
was a first-time exhibitor,
IBA drew 95,000 people!
If you plan to attend either
show (or both), please visit
Moline’s booth – we look
forward to meeting with
you.
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Electric Fryer Technology
Advances for Donut Systems
Electric heated fryers for “American
style” donuts have been accepted for
years in supermarkets and retail
bakeries, but have never been
seriously considered for
industrial applications.
Moline has
designed a new
line of electric fryers that warrants
another look.
Moline’s electric heated
fryers for donut systems
are now a better choice
than ever before.
Wholesale and
high volume donut
producers have
always considered gas
fryers the standard.
Although they
supply rapid
heat recovery
rates and low
operating
costs, gas fryers do have
limitations
addressed by
electric heated fryers
now offered by Moline.
The advantages of today’s electric
fryers from Moline are many. Nearly
100 percent efficient heat transfer, no
emission requirements for products of
combustion, and simple maintenance
are just the start. Low volume kettles
mean increased oil turnover and,
because there are no heat exchange
burner tubes, sanitation is very easy.
Whereas gas systems approach 100
3

decibels at high fire, electric systems
produce no noise – not to mention the
fact that electric is required in some
international markets.
What closed the gap between popu-

lar gas fryers and the new electric
models? Moline electric fryers feature
modulating digital temperature controllers, which eliminate mechanical
contactors and relays to switch power
to the elements. Reduced power
levels sent by the new controllers
to the heating
elements
permits
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tight and rapid control of oil temperature and prolonged heater element
life. In addition, new burner elements
are very reliable yet easily replaced
when necessary.
Moline electric fryers for industrial
donut systems are available in capacities from 400 dozen per hour to 18,000
pieces per hour. Moline systems carry
a UL Listing for domestic markets
and are CE Certified for Europe.
If you’re ready to consider the
advantages of electric, please contact
our sales and customer service
department at (800) 767-5734. A
Moline representative would be
happy to tell you more.

Moline Announces Plant Expansion
Moline’s plant is growing, with a new
building scheduled to be completed in
the fall. The expansion, following on
the heels of last year’s office building
purchase, promises to speed production
capabilities and offer new benefits to
our customers.
Construction is under way on a
brand new 30,000 square foot

assembly facility. The building will be
located along side Moline’s manufacturing and office complex in Duluth,
Minnesota.
The expansion will add much-needed
space. Large assembly bays with high
ceilings are planned to accomodate
our newest equipment designs, with
features that save valuable floor space.

Moline’s test bakery will also be
expanded to 10,000 square feet with
sheeting and frying equipment added.
Our bakery will be certified for test
market production, providing an
attractive option to Moline customers
evaluating new products on Moline
equipment.

24
hour
Technical
Service
Hotline
Moline customers can reach a Moline service engineer 24 hours a day by dialing
(218) 725-2090
Introducing New Service Staff Member
A new member has joined Moline’s
knowledgeable customer service team.
Colleen Rourke recently began working
with Moline’s industrial and commercial customers. She assists with customer inquiries, equipment quotations,
sales and parts orders and equipment
troubleshooting.
Rourke’s background includes
degrees from the University of
Minnesota-Duluth in business administration/marketing and international
Colleen Rourke
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studies, and previous job experience in
human services.
Colleen’s upbeat attitude and demonstrated ability to work well with people
make her a valuable addition to
Moline’s dedicated Customer Service
Department.
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“Moline Machinery is aggressively
building on a 50 year tradition of excellent products and service. This expansion is just another step on the path of
growth we are determined to follow,”
said company president Gary Moline.
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